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Increasing government efficiency
in the Aloha state.
State of Hawaii aims to enhance services through paperless
initiatives powered by Adobe solutions.

“Using Adobe Sign as part of our state’s eSign Services program, we
eliminate much of the time previously spent preparing and routing
documents. State personnel can sign with just a few clicks, so we can
focus on state business and roll out new services faster.”
Todd Nacapuy, Chief Information Officer, State of Hawaii

SOLUTION
Adobe Sign and Adobe Acrobat Pro DC within Adobe Document Cloud
Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise
Microsoft SharePoint

RESULTS

80% LESS TIME to process new hires
64,000+ Electronic signature TRANSACTIONS in the first year
Signed APPROVALS returned in hours, not weeks
Empowers employees to sign anywhere on MOBILE devices
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State of Hawaii

Bringing the aloha spirit

Population: 1,400,000

From the clear waters of the Pacific Ocean to the active volcanos on the Big Island, Hawaii is known for its
close ties to nature and its unique culture. With population spread across multiple islands, Hawaii also offers
distinct challenges for the state government as it works to reach all 1.4 million citizens quickly and efficiently.

Employees: 80,000
Honolulu, Hawaii
www.hawaii.gov
Watch the video
YouTube

CHALLENGES
• Provide citizens with faster government
services
• Reach geographically disperse population
• Improve productivity of government
employees

“Adobe Sign in Adobe Document
Cloud offers flexibility to encourage
adoption and improve processes
inside and outside government.”
Todd Nacapuy, Chief Information Officer,
State of Hawaii

When elected to office, Governor David Ige promoted the idea of paperless workflows. By reducing the
amount of paper that the government uses, Governor Ige recognized that the state could cut costs and
positively impact the environment. But just as importantly, adopting digital processes, including supporting
electronic documents, helps the government communicate more effectively across islands and deliver
citizen services as efficiently as possible.
“Government agencies must be responsive to citizens and held accountable, so our departments have
to manage a lot of paper trails and signed document approvals. Electronic signatures are essential for
paperless initiatives to succeed,” says Todd Nacapuy, Chief Information Officer for the State of Hawaii.
“Adobe Sign in Adobe Document Cloud offers flexibility to encourage adoption and improve processes
inside and outside government.”

Embracing change
Every department and agency has its own methods to keep operations running smoothly. Rather than
mandating specific tools and workflows, the State of Hawaii prefers to offer scalable, versatile solutions that
departments can adapt to their needs. When Hawaii began developing its electronic signature capabilities,
which the state eventually branded “eSign Services,” Adobe Sign was considered not only for ease of use to
get departments up and running quickly, but also for its strong integration with many third-party solutions
already used by teams. Departments can work with Adobe Sign as a standalone solution, or integrate it into
Microsoft SharePoint workflows.
"Being able to integrate Adobe Sign within existing SharePoint environments and department workflows
gives state employees more options for an integrated solution to send and track documents," adds Nacapuy.
Across the state government, more than 64,000 documents were electronically signed in the first year, and
the team expects that number to jump substantially. With continued rollout of the state’s eSign Services
initiative, powered by Adobe Sign, Nacapuy anticipates that as many as 25,000 government employees
will regularly use the solution as a signer, document creator, or both. Over time, the number of users could
increase by tens of thousands of employees as more government agencies adopt the service.
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"The HR department can send
documents out for signatures to
state employees, and track the
document status for every signer."
Todd Nacapuy, Chief Information Officer,
State of Hawaii

Serving citizens across islands
With the state population across seven islands, simply getting documents to the right signer can be
difficult. With Adobe Sign, people can sign documents from almost any device—laptop, tablet, or even
mobile phone. No special app is needed, nor does the signer need to be logged into a state machine.
Several agencies are already adopting the solution. For instance, the State of Hawaii Department of Health
is working toward rolling out an electronic process to manage receiving signed immunization forms for
each of the state’s 180,000 students in K-12 public schools. Signed forms for every student have to be
received and filed annually before a student can start school.
The traditional process of sending immunization forms home with students or asking parents to drop off
signed paper forms was problematic, resulting in delays in returning forms or lost forms. By using a solution
like Adobe Sign to enable parents or guardians to electronically sign forms, the state can make it faster and
easier for parents and school administrators alike to comply with processes that help keep students healthy
and safe.
The automated electronic processes also support busy government administrators and elected officials
who frequently travel to meet with constituents. “Many times, officials who sign documents spend a good
part of their days out of the office attending meetings or conferences,” says Nacapuy. “With mobile signing,
people can get their work done wherever they are while meeting their constituent commitments.”

Empowering employees
Accelerated signing dramatically reduces the time that employees spend on paperwork overall. For instance,
newly hired government employees, who once spent 2 hours filling out onboarding paperwork on their
first day, can complete online forms at home before ever setting foot in the office. In addition, all employees
must sign about 30 documents a year on average, from annual tax documents to updated acceptable use
policies—a process that can be greatly streamlined with Adobe Sign.
"The HR department can send documents out for signatures to state employees, and track the document
status for every signer," says Nacapuy. "Now that new hire onboarding can be done electronically, it has
dramatically reduced the onboarding process time from 2 hours to just 20 minutes."
The integration between Adobe Sign and SharePoint also promises to simplify previously complex
authorization workflows. Leave of Absence forms have to be completed, routed, and signed by several
managers if an employee is requesting extended time off. The authorizations can vary based on department,
length of leave, and other factors. By integrating Adobe Sign into SharePoint workflows, the state can bring
greater oversight and efficiencies to managing these requests.
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SOLUTION AT A GLANCE

Better services for everyone

• Adobe Document Cloud

The sooner government agencies can approve proposals and contracts, the faster they can roll out new
citizen services. Administrative directives need to be reviewed by as many as two dozen managers,
while many expenses need approval from the governor’s office.

• Adobe Sign
• Adobe Acrobat Pro DC
• Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise. Apps
used include:
• Adobe Acrobat Pro DC
• Adobe Dreamweaver CC
• Adobe InDesign CC
• Adobe Photoshop CC
• Microsoft SharePoint

Previously government offices spent so much time printing documents, routing them to offices, and waiting
for signatures that approvals could take two weeks or longer. Now a contract can make its way up the chain
of approvals and to the governor’s desk in just a few hours. “Using Adobe Sign as part of Hawaii’s eSign
Services, we eliminate much of the time previously spent preparing and routing documents,” says Nacapuy.
“State personnel can sign with just a few clicks, so we can we can focus on state business and roll out new
services faster.”
Through an Adobe enterprise term license agreement (ETLA) for Adobe Sign and Adobe Creative Cloud
for enterprise, the State of Hawaii can effectively deliver essential apps into the hands of staff who need it.
Working with the ETLA helps the state realize significant cost-saving compared to purchasing solutions and
software in a decentralized fashion. As an added benefit, the IT team gains tools that help deploy software
across departments. Time that the IT team previously spent managing and tracking licenses is now
refocused to continually refine the quality of citizen services.
“Compared to the total cost of software and solutions by departments acting separately in the past, the
Adobe ETLA is helping us keep the total investment at or below historic figures while adding innovative
new features, including electronic signatures, increased accessibility, and enhanced access to creative
solutions,” says Nacapuy.
Already a staple at most government agencies, Adobe Acrobat Pro DC is used daily by many employees
to convert documents to PDF for more secure, streamlined collaboration and sharing. Acrobat Pro DC has
also become instrumental as employees post more documents online in PDF that comply with Section
508 accessibility requirements in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

For more information
www.adobe.com/go/dc-enterprise
www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html
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345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95110-2704
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www.adobe.com

Within departments, streamlined access to current versions of Creative Cloud apps, such as Adobe
Photoshop CC, InDesign CC, and Dreamweaver CC, enable personal information officers and other
communications managers to create high-impact, visually engaging materials, without the aid of costly
outside creative agencies. In the end, the government spends less and speeds the delivery of higherquality communications to citizens.
“Adobe solutions offer a solid foundation that allow us to work smarter and solve problems in new ways,”
says Nacapuy. “Through our strong partnership with Adobe, we’re transforming how the government
works to provide citizens with faster, more effective services.”
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